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The use of Zeeman perturbed 14N nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) to determine the m+ and m� 14N
lines in polycrystalline samples with several nonequivalent nitrogen atoms was investigated. The 14N
NQR line shift due to a weak external Zeeman magnetic field was calculated, assuming isotropic distri-
bution of EFG tensor directions. We calculated the broad line distribution of the m+ and m� line shifts
and experimentally confirmed the calculated Zeeman field dependence of singularities (NQR peaks) in
cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) and aminotetrazole monohydrate (ATMH). The calculated and mea-
sured frequency shifts agreed well. The proposed measurement method enabled determination of which
14N NQR lines in ATMH belong to m+ and which to m� transitions.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The nuclear quadrupolar interaction is described in the pres-
ence of a small external magnetic field by a two term Hamiltonian:
the leading quadrupolar term and the perturbing Zeeman term.

H ¼ HQ þ HZ ð1Þ

For the case of spin I = 1 14N nuclei with g – 0, the leading term
gives three energy levels and three allowed transitions with the
corresponding frequencies [1,2] shown in Fig. 1:
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Here e2qQ/h is the quadrupole coupling constant Qcc, eq = Vzz is
maximal component of the electric field gradient tensor, eQ is
nuclear quadrupole moment and g = (Vxx � Vyy)/Vzz is asymmetry
parameter.

Several analyses of the influence of Zeeman magnetic field on
pure NQR resonance lines were made [3–7]. In the presence of a
small Zeeman magnetic field B and with a 14N Larmor frequency
mL = cB/2p� m0, the second-order perturbation theory gives a
new set of transition frequencies [7,8]:
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Here h is the angle between the Zeeman magnetic field and the
principal Z-axis of the EFG tensor and / is corresponding azimuthal
angle. These transition frequencies are sample orientation depen-
dent and this dependence can be well observed in a single crystal
measurement. It is not always clear to which transitions belong
the measured NQR lines. The aim of this research was to obtain
an improvement in identification of measured NQR transition
frequencies. In polycrystalline (powder) samples, which we usually
have when identifying illicit substances or studying polymorphism,
the orientations of the EFG tensor are randomly distributed. To
calculate the line shape(s) for a powder sample, we assume an iso-
tropic distribution of the EFG tensor directions, i.e. homogeneous
distribution of cos h and / values in the (cos h, /) plane:
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Fig. 1. Quadrupole energy levels and allowed transitions for a spin 1 nucleus.

Fig. 3. The calculated broad 14N line shapes (for m+ and m� 14N NQR resonance lines)
for g = 0.5 in a powder sample subjected to a weak Zeeman field.
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N is here the total number of nuclei contributing to the observed
signal distribution. In calculating the powder line shape we limit
ourselves to the m+ and m� lines. The m0 transition lines are at present
less important since they are given by the difference of the m+ and m�
lines, as in the unperturbed case. The f+(h, /, g) and f�(h, /, g)
dependences in expression (3) can be graphically represented in
the (cos h, /) plane as lines of equal frequency shift p+ for m+ and
p� for m� lines:

fþðh;/;gÞ ¼ pþ and f�ðh;/;gÞ ¼ p� ð5Þ

From (3) and (5) we can obtain a suitable expression which en-
ables us to draw a map of the lines of equal frequency shift p±:
cos hþð/;g; pþÞ ¼
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A typical example for g = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 2. Because of the
isotropic distribution of EFG orientations in the (cos h, /) plane,
the contribution to the broadened NQR signal with a certain fre-
quency shift p± is proportional to the area dS±(p±) of the band be-
tween two consecutive lines p± and p± + dp±. The contribution of
all relevant quadrupole nuclei in a sample to the NQR signal is
maximal where the area between two consecutive p± – lines of
equal frequency shift in Fig. 2 is maximal, i.e. for the values of p±

on the line inside the designated band in Fig. 2. It is evident that
the points at / = 0, p, 2p and cos h = 0 belong to the layer contrib-
uting to the maxima in the intensity of the m+ and m� lines. The
maximum for the m+ line is at p+ = 2/(3 + g) and for the m� line at
p� = 1/(3 + g) given by the following expression:
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The dependence of band area on p is obtained by calculating the
integrals

R 2p
0 dðcos hþð/;g; pþÞÞd/ and

R 2p
0 dðcos h�ð/;g; p�ÞÞd/
Fig. 2. Lines of equal frequency shift of m+ (panel a) and m� (panel b) transitions for g = 0
shift is shaded.
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Considering (3) and calculating the expressions for I+ (g, p+) and
I� (g, p�) enabled us to obtain the m+ and m� line shapes. The calcu-
lated shapes of the m+ and m� lines for g = 0.5 in a powder sample is
shown in Fig. 3. The natural NQR line widths are not considered in
this presentation. Distinct, measurable differences in the m+ and m�
line shifts distributions can be used for NQR line characterization.

The shift of maximum of the m+ line is twice as large as that of the
m� line. Also the m+ line is much narrower than the m� line. The broad-
ening for the m� line is greater than that for the m+ line because the

defined values of parameter p+ are pþ 2 1
3�g ;

1
2g

h i
for the m+ line and

p� 2 � 1
2g ;

2
3�g

h i
for the m� line. Consequently, the m� line experiences

a faster decrease in intensity when the Zeeman field is applied. In
Figs. 2 and 3 we present the case for g = 0.5. For smaller g values sim-
ilar dependences of transition frequency shifts are obtained, as long
as the condition mL = cB/2p� v0 is fulfilled, except that the broaden-
ings of the shifted lines are stronger, as follows from the allowed va-
lue of parameter p. (Forg = 0 whenm+ = m� there is no frequency shift,
only symmetric broadening proportional to mL appears.). The oppo-
site is true for higher g values where the broadening of the shifted
lines is smaller. For instance for g = 1 there is no broadening for
the m+ NQR transition line. It is only shifted to higher frequencies.
However, for the m� line the broadening still takes place.

In the above approximation we assumed that the sample
response to the RF excitation is also isotropic. That could be
achieved by the use of a large sample in a coil of length shorter
than its diameter. In this coil the RF excitation directions are
strongly spatially dependent. Normally, we take into account the
EFG tensor orientations with its x-axis for the m+ and y-axis for
the m� transitions parallel to the RF excitation as privileged in the
.5. The band with maximal area between two neighboring lines of equal frequency



Table 1
Measured RDX 14N NQR transition frequencies m+ and m�, asymmetry parameters,
quadrupole coupling constants and frequency shifts Dm+ and Dm� in a 20 mT (200
Gauss) Zeeman magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the RF field (all at 298 K).

m+ (kHz) m� (kHz) m0 (kHz) g Qcc (kHz) Dm+ (Hz) Dm� (Hz)

5239 3458 1781 0.61 5800 1400 700
5191 3410 1781 0.62 5735 1500 750
5046 3359 1687 0.60 5605 1500 750
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detection efficiency. Consequently, the NQR line shape depends on
the angle between Zeeman and RF field orientation. The two ex-
treme situations are: RF field parallel and RF field perpendicular
to Zeeman field.

The contribution of nuclei with different orientations to the
signal intensity is proportional to the cosine square of the angle
between RF field and principal x-axis of the EFG tensor for the m+

transitions (y-axis for the m� transitions). This can be included into
the calculation of the line shape. When RF field is parallel with Zee-
man field, mainly the nuclei with orientations cos h = 0 for the m+

and m� transitions are excited. Contributions of nuclei with other
orientations are proportional to cos2(h � p/2) = sin2h. The expected
line shapes can be calculated also in this case. We have to consider
the integrals:
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The calculated line shape is shown in Fig. 4a. Similarly, the
angular dependence can be included in a line shape calculation
also for the orientation of RF field perpendicular to Zeeman field
with sin2/ for the m+ and cos2/ for the m� transition dependences:
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The result is shown in Fig. 4b.
It can be seen (Fig. 4) that the expected shifts for both lines are

limited with the intervals fþ 2 ½0:4;1� for the m+ and f� 2 ½�1;0:8�
for the m� transitions. Maxima of the intensity are expected at
0.57 for the m+ and at 0.29 for the m� transition lines. Usually, the
frequency shifts are only a few natural line widths, because for
higher Zeeman fields the decrease in the intensity of both lines is
too strong and the signals cannot be observed. With standard mea-
surements we ordinary cannot see the exact structures of the
shifted lines, but only a superposition of natural broadening and
frequency shifts, manifesting as very broad lines around centers
of gravity (Fig. 4). It is evident that for the orientation with RF
and Zeeman field being parallel a rather small difference of shifts
for the m+ and m� lines causes difficult resolution of both lines.
Opposite is true for perpendicular orientation of the two fields
where the m� line is less shifted towards the higher frequency
and the difference in shift between both lines can be observed
easier. To see experimentally the difference between the m+ and
m� lines a perpendicular orientation of RF and Zeeman field is
recommended.
Fig. 4. The calculated line shapes for the NQR m+ and m� transitions, as well as their center
and Zeeman field. g = 0.5 in both cases.
2. Experimental

Our first experiments were performed with the explosive RDX
(C3H6N6O6). Here there are three sets of m+, m� and m0 transition fre-
quencies for the three different ring positions of 14N nuclei in the
molecule [9,10]. We chose RDX because it gives very well resolved
14N NQR spectra in a short measuring time. The data for the 14N
NQR transition frequencies are collected in Table 1.

For all three sets of lines the asymmetry parameter g � 0.6 and
the quadrupole coupling constant Qcc is between 5600 kHz and
5800 kHz. In a Zeeman magnetic field B � 20 mT we expect from
(7) frequency shifts of around 1400 Hz and 700 Hz for the m+ and
m� lines, respectively. The calculated values are in good agreement
with our experimental results (Table 1).

With longer averaging we can get in RDX sufficiently well re-
solved signals also in the presence of Zeeman magnetic field. The
influence of a 25 mT magnetic field on middle pair of the m+, m�
transition lines (5191 kHz, 3410 kHz), obtained after a long averag-
ing (100.000 averages) is shown in Fig. 5. Not only the shifts, but
also the structures of the shifted lines can be seen. Comparing
shapes of the measured and calculated lines (Fig. 5) a good agree-
ment can be clearly observed. The shift of m� line is smaller and the
line is asymmetrically broadened towards lower frequency from
the peak value. For m+ line the shift is bigger and the line is asym-
metrically broadened towards higher frequency. From Fig. 5 we
can see that the calculated shifts at 25 mT are Dm+ = 2500 Hz and
Dm� = 1200 Yz. From Table 1 we see that the measured shifts at
20 mT are 1500 Hz and 750 Hz. Considering the B2 dependence of
shifts, the agreement is good. Because of geometrical constraints
in our Zeeman field generator only measurements with perpendic-
ular orientation of RF and Zeeman field could be completed.

We also measured the orientation dependence of RF field on
Zeeman field, however, with lower resolution. That means the
measured RDX sample was small (15 mm, 7 mm diameter). It
was placed in the middle of 25 mm solenoid RF coil. This RF coil
enabled a complete rotation in the volume of constant Zeeman
field generated by an electromagnet. We measured the angular
dependence of frequency shift and line broadening in a constant
Zeeman field of around 25 mT for the m+ and m� transition lines.
The average frequency shift and broadening for all three m� lines
s of gravity (doted lines) for (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular orientation of RF field
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Fig. 5. RDX powder sample at 295 K: the shift and broadening of (a)m+ at 5191 kHz and (b) m� at 3410 kHz 14N NQR lines in 25 mT magnetic field oriented perpendicular to RF
field. The measured lines at B = 0 and calculated lines at 25 mT field are also shown. (The low homogeneity of Zeeman field caused additional broadening.)

Fig. 6. Angular dependence of frequency shift and line broadening for the average
of all three m� lines in RDX for different angles between RF and Zeeman field. Angle
0 means RF field is parallel with Zeeman field.

Fig. 7. Frequency shifts vs. applied magnetic field for m+ = 3610 kHz and
m� = 2811 kHz 14N NQR lines in aminotetrazole monohydrate (ATZMH).
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is shown in Fig. 6. While we were not able to see any significant
orientation dependence in the frequency shift for the m+ lines, we
noticed that their broadenings were slightly lower for parallel ori-
entation of RF and Zeeman field. In Fig. 4 one can see that the shift
of the center of gravity for the m� lines is about one order of mag-
nitude bigger than for the m+ lines when we move from parallel to
perpendicular orientation of RF and Zeeman field. Due to rather
low s/n ratio and correspondingly low resolution of NQR signals
we have been able to measure only a shift of the centers of gravity
of the three averaged m� NQR lines in RDX at different angles
between RF and Zeeman field shown in Fig. 6.

Similar measurements were performed with aminotetrazole
(ATZ)-CH3N5 and aminotetrazole monohydrate (ATZMH)-
CH3N5H2O [11,12]. The measured results for ATZMH are collected
in Table 2.

Again, we observed larger frequency shifts ðDmþ ¼ ðm�þÞmax � mþÞ
for m+ transition lines in accordance with expression (7), though
ATZMH has a diversity of asymmetry parameters and quadrupole
Table 2
Aminotetrazole monohydrate: the measured 14N NQR transition frequencies, asym-
metry parameters, quadrupole coupling constants and frequency shifts in a 20 mT
Zeeman magnetic field oriented perpendicular to RF field at 298 K.

m+ (kHz) m� (kHz) m0 (kHz) g Qcc (kHz) Dm+ (Hz) Dm� (Hz)

2732 1490 1242 0.88 2815 3000 2000
3610 2811 799 0.37 4280 1800 1000
3699 2222 1477 0.75 3945 1700 900
3327 2430 897 0.47 3840 1800 800
3141 1928 1214 0.72 3380 2400 1000
coupling constants. For the pair of 14N NQR lines m+ = 3610 kHz
and m� = 2811 kHz we measured the frequency shift dependence
on the applied small Zeeman magnetic field (Fig. 7). The 14N NQR
frequency shifts demonstrated a quadratic dependence on magnetic
field. This is in agreement with expression (7). Having five different
14N nuclei in the ATZMH molecule, the frequency shift of all five
lines in the same Zeeman magnetic field can be compared (Fig. 8).
The two groups of measurements, corresponding to five Dm+ and five
Dm� frequency shifts of 14N NQR lines in ATZMH follow lines differ-
ing in slope by a factor of 2. That follows from expression (7) if one
draws Dm+ and Dm� vs. 1/{Qcc(3 + g)}. The measured points are partly
Fig. 8. Comparison of Dm+ and Dm� shifts vs. 1/{Qcc(3 + g)} for all five m+ and five m�
14N NQR transition lines of ATZMH in a 20 mT Zeeman magnetic field.
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scattered because the applied field influences the signal intensity
and s/n ratio. Namely, for a small applied Zeeman magnetic field
the frequency shift is also small and hard to determine because
the natural line width of the unperturbed line impedes observation
of the much smaller frequency shift. On the other hand, with in-
crease of Zeeman magnetic field the intensities of the shifted lines
decrease rapidly due to line broadening.

3. Discussion and conclusions

Due to its ability to identify specific molecules, nuclear quadru-
pole resonance (NQR), improved in last years, has become a pow-
erful radio-frequency spectroscopic method in basic research in
solid state physics and chemistry, as well as in pharmaceutical re-
search and production for nondestructive chemical analysis and
polymorph determination. The use in detecting and/or diagnostic
application of 14N NQR in identifying different illicit materials, like
explosives, narcotics and counterfeit drugs, is becoming more and
more important. By adding a small external Zeeman magnetic field
to polycrystalline samples we obtained an additional tool which
will further increase the identification power of 14N NQR in detec-
tion of illicit materials. This is a valuable improvement because
searching for unknown NQR frequencies of new substances is often
a very time consuming task. Some improvements are known such
as the application of the nuclear quadrupole double resonance
(NQDR) technique [13]. The advantage of NQDR is its high sensitiv-
ity but the resolution is usually low. A possible and faster proce-
dure is to locate the unknown NQR frequencies with the NQDR
method first and then to refine the frequency resolution by repeat-
ing the measurement with the standard pulse NQR technique and
applying polarization enhanced NQR (PENQR) [14] if needed.
Unfortunately, in several cases the use of the NQDR method is
not possible due to too short proton spin–lattice relaxation time.
We were faced with this problem in the study of 14N NQR in
ATZ, ATZMH and the pharmaceutically interesting compound
famotidine (C8H15N7O2S3) [15]. The common search procedure
for unknown NQR resonance lines in such a case is to go step by
step over the entire frequency range. If we choose small frequency
steps we spend too much time. With larger frequency steps the
procedure is faster, but we can overlook some transitions. After
finding the NQR transition lines we propose application of small
Zeeman magnetic field and measurements of the frequency shifts
of all 14N NQR lines found. It is important that the NQR lines are
not broadened too much. Using expression (7) and the procedure
demonstrated in Fig. 8 we can determine which of NQR lines be-
long to m+ and which to m� transitions. This way we also obtained
all possible values for m0 transitions. The necessary confirmation
of m0 transitions, ordinary extremely time consuming, because of
very low frequencies and correspondingly low s/n ratio, is
improved with the suggested technique. In addition, using this
technique, we obtained a hint where to continue the search for
possibly overlooked NQR lines. The knowledge of NQR lines assig-
nation in similar compounds is also helpful. The NQR line assigna-
tion in tetrazole (TZ) [11] was useful for us when studying ATZ and
ATZMH.

In conclusion we can say that the suggested application of a
small external perturbing Zeeman magnetic field to a powder sam-
ple, for which the unknown 14N NQR line pairs m+ and m� need to be
determined, can be of considerable help in some cases in the final
assignment of m+ and m� 14N NQR lines for all nonequivalent nitro-
gen atoms in a given substance. This technique was proven to be
useful in ATZ, ATZMH and famotidine powder samples. Here the
double resonance technique could not help us in searching for
the unknown 14N NQR lines due to too short proton spin–lattice
relaxation time.
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